
 

 

 

 

 

 

8655 Piper Rd, Punta Gorda, Fl 33982 

Bill Bigley Sr 128 Super Late Model Memorial 
 

Schedule November 25-26, 2022 
Friday - November 25, 2021 
Pit Ticket Booth Opens: 

Pit Gates Open: 

Tires & Fuel: 
Drivers Meeting 
Pre-Tech Inspection: 
Practice: 
Track Closes:  

 
10:00 am 
10:00 am 
10:00 am - 7:00 pm  
1:00 pm (if practicing) 
By Appointments (Only mandatory if you are present) 
2:00 pm - 9:00 pm Super Late Model Practice only 

9:00 pm (All cars off track) 

 

Friday, November 25, 2022 additional information: 

All tow vehicles, drivers, crew members, fans, media, & vendors: must check in, pay for admission, and sign 
waivers at pit gate prior to proceeding to pit area - NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Teams will be allowed only one (1) golf cart or 4-wheeler (no scooters or side by sides will be allowed), 
they must be driven only by someone with a driver’s license and parked out of the way at all times. 

A 1-day or 2-day pass will be available for purchase on Friday November 25, 2022. 
Pricing: November 25, 2021 ~ $35 per person (regardless of age) 

$45 per person for Saturday, November 26, 2022 (Pits) 

No personal vehicles will be allowed inside the pit gate on Friday or Saturday, except race car tow vehicles that 
can hook back up - NO EXCEPTIONS 

The following items are NOT permitted on the premises: 
Glass containers, open flames, firearms (not even if you have a conceal to carry permit), weapons of any type, 
fireworks. Animals- Service animals only are permitted on the grounds. Any other dogs must remain on a leash 
and remain in your designated pit stall at all times. Failure to keep animals leashed and in your pit will result in fine 
and/ or elimination from event. Please pick up and dispose of your pet's waste appropriately. 

 

Tire & Fuel Purchase: 
Only eight (8) teams comprised of two (2) individuals will be allowed in the tire corral at any given time. Each 
team will be assigned a tire selection position on arrival.  Each group will have thirty (30) minutes to make tire 
selections.  If team is not finished with tire selection at the end of the given 30 mins, that team will be assigned to 
a new group.  All SLM drivers are required to purchase a minimum of ten (10) gallons of fuel and a minimum of one 
(1) set of tires at 4-17 Southern Speedway, prior to race - you must provide receipts at payout. All race set of tires 
must remain in impound until designated time on Saturday, November 26, 2022. No golf carts will be permitted in 
the tire and fuel area at any time. 



Schedule November 25-26, 2022 

Saturday - November 26, 2022: 
Pit Gates Open: 
Driver's Meeting: 
Practice: 
Tires & Fuel: 
Qualifying Tire Release: 
Pre-Qualifying Tech: 
Qualifying: 

 

Parade Lap: 
Features: 

Feature running order: 

12:00 pm 
12:45 pm (Mandatory Super Late Model) 
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm Super Late Model only 
12:00 pm - 7:00 pm (**No tire or fuel purchases will be available after 7:00 pm **) 
3:00 pm 

3:00 pm - 5:30 pm 
5:30 pm Super Late Model, order will be complete reverse of practice results on Saturday (Cars 

Impounded), (2 cars at a time, 5 Laps), (Top 20 locked in) 

7:00 pm 
7:05 pm 

Super Late Model "B Mains" (2) - 20 laps (Top 3 transfer of each transfer) 

Bigley Non-Qualifiers Race -50 laps 

**Intermission, Driver Autograph & Introduction** 

-128 laps 
 

Saturday, November 26, 2022 additional information: 
All tow vehicles, drivers, crew members, fans, media, & vendors: must check in, pay for admission, and sign 
waivers at pit gate prior to proceeding to pit area - NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Teams will be allowed only one (1) golf cart or 4-wheeler (no scooters or side by sides will be allowed), they 
must be driven only by someone with a driver’s license and parked out of the way at all times. Must have 
race day permit on cart.  Any cart or 4-wheeler without a permit will be removed from pit area 

 

Super Late Model drivers: 
Only the top 20 fastest qualifying cars will automatically advance to the Bigley Memorial. The remaining SLM cars 
will be split into (2) 20 lap "B Mains" (odds & evens), where only the top three (3) competitors from each will 
advance to the main feature. The top three (3) "B Main" qualifiers after passing tech inspection will be impounded 
other than if any of these drivers so choose - a new set of race tires can be purchased (**these are the only tires 
that will be sold after 7:00pm). If new tires are elected - driver must proceed to tire corral immediately after passing 
tech inspection. A five (5) lap scuff session will be mandatory to those six (6) drivers only that transfer. Track will 
have two (2) Provisionals if needed (1 past winner & 1 from track points) and if not needed the top four (4) would 
transfer from B-mains. The 50 lap non-qualifiers race will be ran on qualifying tires. 

 
Bigley 128 Memorial Feature requirements: 

➢ Minimum four (4) American Racer AR153 tires purchased from 4-
17SSE  

➢ Minimum ten (10) gallons Sunoco Race Fuel purchased from 4-17SSE 
➢ Spotter: All spotters must have the ability to monitor race control by a 

scanner or stand-alone radio anytime your car is on the track. Each 
driver must have a spotter located in the spotter stand on grandstand 
side of track. Each spotter will be assigned a location based on driver's 
car number. Spotter must remain in numerical order at all times. 
Spotter must have driver's car number on back of headset in a 
prominent font that Race Official can see at all times. All spotters 
must remain in spotter stand while driver is on track - NO EXCEPTIONS

Bigley SLM 128 Memorial 



Pricing: November 26, 2022: 
Pit Pass: $45 per person regardless of age 
Grandstands (cash only): $25 Adults 

$18 Students 6-17 yrs. old (with valid ID only) Children 5 and under are free 

        **any student that appears to be 16 or older must present a valid form of  
        ID.  This can be a school ID, government ID, or their school portal 
        account.  If no ID is presented, they will be charged adult prices** 

 
No personal vehicles will be allowed inside the pit gate on Friday or Saturday, except race tow vehicles - NO 
EXCEPTIONS 

 
The following items are NOT permitted on the premises: 
Glass containers, open flames, firearms (not even if you have a conceal to carry permit), weapons of any type, 
fireworks. Animals- Service animals only are permitted on the grounds. Any other dogs must remain on a 
leash and remain in your designated pit slab at all times. If you are not in the pits- no animals will be 
permitted. Failure to keep animals leashed and in your pit will result in fine and/ or elimination from event. 
Please pick up and dispose of your pet's waste appropriately. No Outside food or beverages are allowed 
inside the Grandstand area ~ NO EXCEPTIONS. 

 

Tire & Fuel Purchase: 
Only eight (8) teams comprised of two (2) individuals will be allowed in the tire corral at any given time. 
All         SLM drivers are required to purchase a minimum of ten (10) gallons of fuel and a minimum of four (4) 
American Racer AR153 tires at 4-17 Southern Speedway, prior to race - you must provide receipts at 
payout.    All race set of tires must remain in impound until designated time on Saturday, November 26, 2022. 
No golf carts will be permitted in the tire and fuel area at any time. 

 

Intermission, Autograph & Driver Introduction: 
During Super Late Model driver introduction, only driver and one (1) crew member will be allowed on track. 

 

Payout: 
Payout is located next to concessions in grandstand area. Payout will not open until at least 9:00pm. Payout 
will not be released to any class or any driver until after drivers of respective class have completed tech 
inspection, regardless of finishing position. No payout will be released to any driver that does not have their 
4-17 SSE issued transponder at the payout window. No payout will be released without a current W9 
completed. No payout will be released to any driver, crew member, or their associate acting in a rude, 
belligerent, or profane manner. **PLEASE do not drive tow vehicle to payout area. Any race car tow 
vehicles that are blocking traffic in main parking area will not receive payout until tow vehicle is moved. It 
is strongly suggested that each driver walk to payout window prior to exiting pit area with vehicles. ** 

 
Live Streaming: 
No live streaming of the Bigley Memorial will be permitted. Any individual caught live streaming will be 
escorted from the property without refund. Please understand ~ the appropriate personnel will be on site to 
video record the event, and will be available for "on demand" viewing at a later date. 
Just to clarify that if any TEAM crew member, guest, family, friend, and/ or associate of team (whether in pits OR 
grandstands) are caught live streaming the race - that driver and car will be disqualified. 



Security Personnel: 
Charlotte County deputies will be on premises for this event. Please be sure all drivers, crew members, their 
associates, and fans are mindful of all local and State guidelines. Deputies will assess any situation that may arise 
and deal with it accordingly. **4-17 Southern Speedway is a family friendly venue - where everybody is welcome** 

 

Super Late Model Payout (11/26/22): 

1. $30,000 
2. $5,000 
3. $3,500 
4. $3,000 
5. $2,500 
6. $2,200 
7. $2,000 
8. $1,800 
9. $1,500 
10. $1,200 
11. $1,000 through field 

 

Non-Qualifiers Super Late Model 50 Payout (11/26/22): 

1. $1600 
2.   $900 
3.   $750 
4.   $650 
5.   $550 
6.   $450 
7.   $400 
8.   $375 
9.   $350 
10. $300 
11. $250 
12. $225 
13. $200 through field. 

 

**Several sponsors have purchased "laps" and/ or designated monetary awards not listed above. Additional 
sponsorship can be arranged until beginning of features- i.e.: purchase designated lap(s), specific award such as 
"hard charger"** 

 

** Please read the General Code of Conduct and Safety Rules for track so there will not be any "issues" * 
 
Parking: 

Drivers/ Teams with race car/ tow rig: Will be assigned a parking slab number upon arrival.  Please park in your 
assigned slab – do not allow your rig to encroach on the surrounding slabs.  You will be required to move, even if you 
are already “set up”.  Parking for race car tow rig is located in Pit Row, inside actual facility Pit fence.  These are the 
only cars, rigs, etc that will be parking inside facility gates. 

 
Drivers, crew members, fans, media: No personal vehicles will be allowed to park inside the pit gates for any 
reason.  Those individuals needing assistance will need to arrange for a ride from the pit gate to the pits. 
 
 



Handicap Parking:  
The entire grassy area, to the right of the pit trailer will be designated for handicap parking only.  You must have a 
handicap placard or handicap license plate visible.  No exceptions will be made.  If you do not have a visible handicap 
permit – you will be required to park in general parking.  Handicap parking will be on a 1st come 1st served basis only.  
It is recommended that you arrive early 
 
General Parking:  
All General parking areas will be located in the grassy field to the left, and behind the facility – on Cheney Way and 
Cheney Rd.  Please park close so as to allow the maximum number of vehicles and fans to attend this event.  Please 
follow parking signs. **DO NOT park on North bound side or median of Piper Rd.  The PG Airport Authority will 
have your vehicle towed at your expense.** It is recommended that you arrive early 
 

Please "like" and "follow" us on Facebook for instant updates and announcements regarding the race. 
 

 *****All information contained in this packet is Subject to change without prior notification***** 

 

The Management and staff of 4-17, along with the Bigley Family would like to take this opportunity to thank each 
and every individual that is participating in this event. From drivers, crew members, sponsors, 4-17 SSE crew, 
media, fans, vendors, and everybody in between ~ this could not have been a success without you. 
THANK YOU!! 


